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Release Notes
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January 2015

Oracle Retail Merchandising System (RMS) Release 14.1.0.1 is a bundled hot fix release
for RMS 14.1 and Oracle Retail Sales Audit (ReSA) 14.1. This release includes selected
defect fixes for RMS and ReSA 14.1 code.

Oracle Customer Support investigates submitted issues assuming that all released
updates have been applied. It is the customer's decision when to apply a new release;
however, delays in applying updates can complicate the support process.

About Bundled Hot Fix Releases
Oracle Retail bundled hot fix releases are the most frequent releases to update Oracle
Retail applications. These releases typically contain only defect fixes; they may also
include enhancements that address application performance or other issues. Bundled
hot fix releases are of smaller scope than less-frequent patch releases, and they are
intended to be easier and faster for the customer to install than major patch updates.

Each bundled hot fix release contains a unique set of defect fixes or enhancements.
Note that bundled hot fix releases are not cumulative; that is, defect fixes from a
previous bundled hot fix release are not also included in a later bundled hot fix
release.

Bundled hot fix releases must be applied in sequential order. Before you can apply a
new bundled hot fix release, you must first apply all previous bundled hot fix releases
since the last patch release. The Release Notes for each Oracle Retail release identify
whether a release is a bundled hot fix release or a patch release.

Periodic patch releases include all defect fixes that have been released through
bundled hot fix releases since the last patch release. Patch releases also include new
defect fixes and enhancements that have not previously been included in any bundled
hot fix release.

Applying the Bundled Hot Fix Release
Before applying the fixes included in the bundled hot fix release, be sure that:

■ RMS 14.1 has been installed.

■ ReSA 14.1 has been installed.

Before applying the new files over your code:

■ Note whether any modules have been customized. If so, the customizations must
be reapplied to the new version of the module, or the fix may need to be applied to
the custom version of the code.
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■ Copy the original files to a different directory before you copy over them, in case
you need to refer to them at a later date.

Running Scripts
Back up data before running any script, because the scripts provided do not preserve
data. See defect reports for details.

Check with your database administrator to determine whether your database should
be analyzed after a script is run. In many cases, analysis of the database is necessary to
take advantage of new or modified indexes intended to improve performance of the
application.

Noteworthy Defect Fixes
The following defect fixes are included in this release:

Defect
Number Description

Retail Merchandising System

20260303 This is a generic defect number that contains the defects fixed for the Item
Induction module.

Note: A modified version of the template_config.ods file is included. If
you have performed any template configurations
(created/modified/deleted) then be sure to manually reconcile these
configurations into this modified file before you load this template file. If
you fail to do so then your modifications to the template configurations
will get overwritten. For more information on steps to load the template_
config.ods file to the database using the ldiindfiles.ksh script, see the
Oracle Retail Merchandising System Installation Guide.

Defect
Number Description

Retail Sales Audit

20407750 The generic defect number that contains the defects fixed to support
mobile applications.

20182120 On the Store Day Summary screen, in Error Count View, the Error Count
for section 4 (vdate) does not match the database value.

20182276 On the Store Day Summary screen, for a few dates, the Currency Code is
displayed as USD.

20182331 On the Store Day Summary screen, in O/S Store Days mode, the Over
and Store Days counts does not match the database value.

20182404 On the Store Day Summary screen, in O/S Sums view, the Over and
Short sums does not match the database value.

20236853 The values on the Store day Summary screen and Open Store Days screen
do not match.

20323860 The program unit MBL_RESA_SVC.GET_STORE_ERRORS returns a
“ORA-22814: attribute or element value is larger than specified in type”
error.

20419670 Duplicate records exist in the GETSTOREERROR Web service.
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Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle
Accessibility Program website at
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support
through My Oracle Support. For information, visit
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing
impaired.
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Defect
Number Description

Retail Sales Audit Operational Insights (OI)

20435407 The generic defect number that contains the defects fixed to support
ReSA Operational Insights.

19653017 If there are no results displayed when a search is executed, the contextual
BI pane shows an error instead of showing a blank report.

19802337 The dates in the reports are not legible because of the small font size.

20006509 The background color of the ReSA dashboard is changed to white color.

Note: For more information on deploying custom style sheets, see
http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/obe/fmw/b
i/bi1113/customizing_obiee11g/customizing_obiee11g.htm.

You can pick the custom style sheet from <INSTALL DIR>\
application/resa14/OperationalInsights/CSS. Unzip the OI_Custom_
Style.zip.

20006760 Extra white spaces between contextual reports are removed.

20006783 The horizontal scrolling in reports is removed.

20030685 The ReSA dashboard should be available on the ReSA home screen.

20161480 NavigationResourceImpl class is not serializable which causes the
Application Development Framework (ADF) controller layer to generate
an error.

20188007 In the Transaction Maintenance window, the OI report gets refreshed
twice on clicking Save.

20188105 Remove the Refresh link when a report has no data.

20187016 The Open Transaction Error report has an unnecessary row in the
detailed report for Item Errors.

19999115 Some strings in most of the reports do not get translated when the
language is changed to a non-English language.

20057044 Report panels must be open by default.
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The information contained herein is subject to change without notice and is not warranted to be error-free. If you find any errors, please report them
to us in writing.

If this is software or related documentation that is delivered to the U.S. Government or anyone licensing it on behalf of the U.S. Government, then
the following notice is applicable:

U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS: Oracle programs, including any operating system, integrated software, any programs installed on the hardware,
and/or documentation, delivered to U.S. Government end users are "commercial computer software" pursuant to the applicable Federal Acquisition
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terms and license restrictions applicable to the programs. No other rights are granted to the U.S. Government.

This software or hardware is developed for general use in a variety of information management applications. It is not developed or intended for use
in any inherently dangerous applications, including applications that may create a risk of personal injury. If you use this software or hardware in
dangerous applications, then you shall be responsible to take all appropriate fail-safe, backup, redundancy, and other measures to ensure its safe
use. Oracle Corporation and its affiliates disclaim any liability for any damages caused by use of this software or hardware in dangerous applications.

Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates. Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.

Intel and Intel Xeon are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation. All SPARC trademarks are used under license and are trademarks
or registered trademarks of SPARC International, Inc. AMD, Opteron, the AMD logo, and the AMD Opteron logo are trademarks or registered
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This software or hardware and documentation may provide access to or information about content, products, and services from third parties. Oracle
Corporation and its affiliates are not responsible for and expressly disclaim all warranties of any kind with respect to third-party content, products,
and services unless otherwise set forth in an applicable agreement between you and Oracle. Oracle Corporation and its affiliates will not be
responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your access to or use of third-party content, products, or services, except as set forth
in an applicable agreement between you and Oracle.
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